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ABSTRACT: Dynamic crowd flow analysis has been a great interested area in computer vision. The abnormal 
behaviour detection is one of its most important research area because of the increasing rate of peoples. However, the 
analysis of crowd scene is a challenging task because of its density and high occlusions in some areas. There are 
different kinds of segmentation, object, and particles based methods for the analysis of a dense crowd, for this analysis 
holistic approaches uses exact   feature extraction methods, which are computationally affordable and it is more 
suitable for the analysis purposes. There are different representation schemes are used to represent the extracted 
features. This paper presents a survey on holistic crowd activity representation methods, also considered different data 
sets available for the analysis and detection purposes 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Video based crowd flow analysis is most complicated and challenging task in computer vision. Crowd 

analysis purposes consists of object based approach and a holistic approach. The dense crowd make it impractical for 
the object identification and individual tracking. Feature generation methods are one of the solution for analysing dense 
crowd. There are mainly particle based approaches such as optical flow, force flow etc. There are wide range of 
applications in crowd flow analysis. Fig 1 represents the taxonomy of crowd analysis. 

Automatic crowd analysis application includes density estimation or counting of individuals in the crowd 
scene, here these models are divided into three level based methods. The pixel level analysis methods have low level 
features for counting the peoples in the scene, in other cases uses background subtraction techniques and edge detection 
techniques for the estimation of crowd density [1]. The method [2] proposed by Regazzoni, which extract features 
based on some edge detection algorithms and find the vertical edges. Training phases have some dynamic 
programming and this model is used to identify the number of peoples presented in the monitored scene. A neural 
network based method to estimate the crowd density in substations was proposed by Cho and his collaborators [3]. This 
have approximately 90% of correctness overall tested methods to detect high density crowd. Multicamera and segment 
based approach was introduced by Yang et al. [4], in this work the segmentation of foregrounded objects was done by 
group of sensors. 

The texture analysis consists of higher level features as compared to pixel level analysis. It estimates the 
number of peoples, instead, of identifying the individuals. The work [5] by Wu and colleagues is make a perspective 
projection model, which generate a series of multi resolution cells. These texture information from the cells are 
extracted using a gray-level dependence matrix method. The trained SVM taken this input and find the velocity to 
dense crowd. A comparison of this matrix and translation invariant orthonormal Chebyshev moments are made by 
Rahmalan in his work [6]. He finds out that translation invariant orthonormal Chebyshev moments provides overall 
best results. 
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Fig 1: Taxonomy of crowd analysis 
 
A segment based texture analysis method is developed by Chan et al. [7], consists of a mixture of dynamic textures. 
Segment the crowd into variable motion directions; then, extract some segment features like area, orientation, edge 
features, texture features etc... . Finally Gaussian process is used to identify the number of people in each segment.   

The object tracking methods are used to identify the position of person in different sense. Ali and Shah [12] 
introduce an approach for people tracking. It uses a particle oriented approach in which a person consists of different 
particle of cells. The unstructured environment can also be used for people tracking [13]. The crowd behaviour 
identification models specifies temporal information which contains directions [14], velocity [1] and unusual motions 
[15]. Models can be classified as object based approaches and holistic approaches. An object based approaches the 
behaviour of a group is identified by the segmentation or direction of individuals. These are most suitable only for low 
or moderately crowded scenes. [16] Specifies an individual tracking, but it is difficult about a dense scene. The work 
[17] uses an unsupervised learning frameworks, it builds a hierarchical Bayesian model to connect low level virtual 
features, activities, and interactions. 

 A different concept is used in holistic approach, which consider the crowd as a single entity. The work [1] 
Propose a pixel level motion features extraction and Andrade et al. [18] identifies the behaviour of a crowd scene based 
on optical flow using Hidden Markov Model. The holistic approach can also use the segmentation methods on crowd 
flow [15]. The Lagragian particle dynamics are used to find the instabilities of crowd. Merhan and colleagues [19] 
develop a social force model. This explore the abnormality in row flow by using social force in the particle over the 
image. Moreover, the abnormal video event can be classified into two classes. 
1. Local Event 
2. Global Event 

The local event implies an abnormality of individual from a group of people. But global event means that the 
group behaves abnormally. Consider the example in fig 2 a) Specifies a local event in which one object shows an 
abnormality form the normal flow. b) In global event group of objects shows the abnormal behaviour.  
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Fig 2. Local and global abnormal crowd event 

II. CROWD ACTIVITY REPRESENTATION METHODS 
 

The motion representation is the basis of crowd scene analysis. There are different kinds of motion features 
which includes flow based features, local spatiotemporal features and trajectory. These features can be used for various 
crowd behaviour identification applications. To use this features, it is needed to represent in any of the following 
representing methods 

a) Multiresolution histogram 
The frame scenes at various levels of scale can be used for the framework in multiresolution 

histogram generation and which is built with pyramid algorithms [20]. This will reduce the complexity in 
image processing operations. The image segmentation is based on the distribution of intensity levels and 
selection of threshold from a histogram of an image. Multiresolution histogram represents several levels of 
resolution from lower level to the finer levels [21]. The main problem with crowd analysis is to identify the 
activity and understanding of scene. These activities can be recognized by a spatiotemporal texture. Lu et al. 
[22] propose a method that recognize the specified dynamic textures by a multiresolution histogram 
representation of velocity and acceleration field. But in [23] Chetverikov and Peteri uses the normal flow 
features like divergence, orientation, periodicity for representation. [24] Also specifies a histogram based 
feature analysis method to identify the unusual activities in large video set. The image feature used by this 
method is a spatial histogram of the detected objects, so these are sufficient to detect complex activities. The 
work by Dmitry Chetverikov [25] introduces a combined approach of multiresolution histogram with optical 
flow. Spatial image information like shape and textures an also be represented using multiresolution 
histograms. 

b) Spatiotemporal cuboids 
The spatiotemporal cuboids are most commonly used representation for crowd flow analysis. For 

each video sequence, the spatiotemporal cuboids are extracted randomly. One approach proposed by Bo Wang 
et al. [26] uses size adapted spatio temporal features for identify the abnormal crowd behaviour. The 
advantage of using this method is that size and number of cuboids for the representation related automatically. 
The research [27] Kratz and Nishino propose a method for abnormality detection by a spatiotemporal cuboids 
and [28] consists of a 3-D multivariate Gaussian distribution of the spatiotemporal gradients for crowd 
behaviour detection. A variation of normal cuboids, which represent the aggressive behaviour of the people in 
the crowd is recognized using a spatiotemporal elastic cuboid trajectories. The crowd unusual event analysis 
and novel framework for motion patterns of crowd scene using a cuboid method was implemented by Louis 
Kratz [29]. These representation models are computationally efficient. 
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c) Motion Descriptors 
 The motion descriptors are represented the motion features in the video frames. The motion is related 

to both motion object and camera. There are different kinds of motion descriptors based on the way of motion 
feature selection. The motion trajectories are extracted via object tracking and create a signature description of 
motion trajectories [30]. The collective motion patterns are represented using a curl and Divergence of motion 
trajectories (CDT) descriptors [31]. These are helps to identify the lane, clockwise arch, bottleneck crowd 
behaviours. The camera motion descriptors [32] represents the global motion of camera in a normal 3D scene. 
Another one, the object motion trajectory descriptor describes the movement of objects in 3D or 2D plane. The 
work [33] uses a feature descriptor called Lagrangian Scale Invariant Feature Transform Descriptor (LaSIFT), 
which specifies the direction of motion features. 

d) Spatiotemporal Volumes 
The spatiotemporal volume can be used to identify the static crowd behaviour. The local spatio 

temporal motion patterns of the video sequence are captured and its variations can be represented as video 
volume [29]. These variations in the neighbourhood events to the detected events of a space time corners of 
image data can also be represented using a spatiotemporal volume [34]. The approach [35] uses a shape based 
event detection and it is extended to operate with over segmented spatiotemporal volumes. This volume is 
more useful for the textures of optical flow based anomaly detection. The initial video 3D volumes or 
spatiotemporal patches is used to extract features such as motion textures, spatial information’s. 

 These feature based representations are used with different approaches of crowd flow analysis works. 
Selection of features determines which representation models are more useful for the flow analysis process 
such as people counting, tracking, and behaviour identification. Following table 1 summarizes the various 
representation models 
 

 
Representation Methods 

 

 
Crowd flow analysis models 

 
Efficiency of method 

 
Multiresolution Histogram 

Motion segmentation and 
activity 

representation[Spatiotemporal 
Textures, Dynamic Textures] 

Computational efficiency 
Robust to noise 

Spatial efficiency 

Spatiotemporal Cuboids Spatiotemporal features[Motion 
features] 

Computationally efficient 
Easier to represent 

Motion Descriptors Trajectory based approaches Independent to image postures 
and it is scalable 

Spatiotemporal Volumes Spatiotemporal motion 
patterns[Shapes],Textures of 

optical flow 

Better for segmentation methods 
and provides temporal continuity 

 
Table 1: Summary of representation methods and corresponding analysis models with 

Its efficiency 
 

III. CONCLUSION  
 
This paper is present a survey of crowd activity representation methods. The analysis and behaviour identification is 

based on some features of crowd. The holisticapproach of crowd analysis consists of different motion features. This 
features are needed to be represented in an efficient way. There are multiple feature representation models. This survey 
shows that which crowd analysis models can use appropriate representation of features. The efficiency of each 
approves are also specified in this survey.  
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